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ABSTRACT
In the category of consumer psychology, color psychology and personality psychology complement each other, while how a specific personality characteristic affects the color choice of female consumers is still unknown. In order to further explore this problem, this paper proposes a method to predict user decision prediction based on eye movement technique. The author explored the nail art pictures preference relations of four personality types and 4 kinds of colors. The research findings from this study have important implications for user-centered marketing recommendation and advertising image design. Based on the consumers’ preference, service personnel can infer consumers’ personality type according to their behavior, recommend products that conform to consumers’ color preference.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the research on the role of experiential emotion in consumption decision has been paid more and more attention in the field of marketing [1]. Enterprises make color preference prediction according to consumers’ personality in the market targeting and improve consumers’ experiential emotional cognition of products, enterprises can greatly improve customers’ favorable impression of products or brands, save service time and reduce the cost of serving customers [2]. As a key experiential factor in consumers' purchasing process, color preference plays an important role in consumers’ decision-making gradually. Color vision leads to physiological response of people through color stimulation. According to the physical feelings that color brings to people, color can be divided into cool color series, warm color series, and neutral color series. Warm colors include red, orange and yellow. Cool colors include blue, purple and green. Neutral colors include black, gray and white. Color preference is due to the emotional response to objects related to color. Consumers choose colors according to the physiological response formed by color stimulation. And consumers tend to choose the color they like and avoid the color they hate [3]. When discussing the general characteristics and related factors of color preference in healthy people, Marzolf and Kirchner [4] find that personality traits are the main factors influencing color preference. The abstract color preference in healthy adults is blue and red, which is affected by biological, psychological and social factors.

The researchers conclude that gender plays a prominent role in color preference. Granger's [5] experimental results show that gender difference exist in masculine feminine, whereas no significant cultural difference is found between British and Chinese observers. Fang, Su and Li [6] study the color preference and psychological cognitive habits of college students on underwear, and there are significant gender differences between college students on underwear color and psychological cognitive habits. The studies show that women have higher awareness of color and their preference in color selection are more varied, in other words, females have more focus on color than males, and have greater value to be explore.

Therefore, this paper aims at the female population, takes nail as the research scene, and selects the stable internal factor as the research variable to carry out the research on the color preference of individuals with different personality types. Moreover, the application of eye movement technology improves the objectivity and accuracy of experimental data in the study.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES

2.1. Personality

Personality is not only genetic, but also is affected by acquired life experience. It is a comprehensive embodiment of biological and social nature. At the same time, personality is the individual's stable attitude towards reality and the individual psychological characteristics of habitual behavior [7]. As the core of individual psychological characteristics, the personality characteristics of consumers reflect personality and reveal the inherent nature of individual differences of consumers, which plays the most crucial guiding role in behavior [8]. According to the distinction in individual behavior habits, style and thinking mode, personality is divided into four types: active type, strength type, perfect type and peaceful type [9].

2.2. Personality and Color

Based on the relationship between personality and color, there are similar behavioral characteristics corresponding relationships between different colors and personality. Liu [10] studies the relationship between personality and color from the perspective of metaphor and found that there is a metaphorical relationship between color and the personality that represented. Colors that represent certain behavioral traits correspond to personality that have the same behavioral traits. In addition to the three typical colors of warm color, cool color and neutral color, nude color which is similar to the nail color or transparent nail effect in manicure activities is the remaining choice of all possible options. The nude color series is added into the study to ensure the rigor of the experiment. Therefore, warm color fastens the behavior characteristic that has consistent with active disposition: extroversion, active; the cool color series and the strength type character display for the extroversion, the connotation, the grace; the neutral color is introverted, pure and peaceful. Nude and perfectionist are introverted, low-key and silent. However, color can arouse consumers’ association of color personality, and preference for certain color will generate preference for brands and products with such color [11]. It can be inferred that, consumers prefer color that represent the same behavioral characteristics as consumers’ personality at the time of color decision. Based on the consistency correspondence, the hypotheses are put forward.

Hypothesis 1: Active type personalities prefer warm colors (red, orange, yellow). For the active type consumers, warm color fixation time and fixation count are significantly higher than those of other colors.

Hypothesis 2: Strength type personalities prefer cool color series (blue, green, purple). For the strength type consumers, cool color fixation time and fixation count are significantly higher than those of other colors.

Hypothesis 3: Perfect type personalities prefer nude color (nude skin, nude pink, transparent). For the perfect type consumers, nude color fixation time and fixation count are significantly higher than those of other colors.

Hypothesis 4: Peaceful type personalities prefer neutral color (black, white, gray). For the peaceful type consumers, neutral color fixation time and fixation count are significantly higher than those of other colors.

Hamel, Guyader, Pellerin and Houzet [12] find that a slight influence of color on eye movements is measured, and only the number of attractive regions for color stimuli is slightly higher than for grayscale stimuli. However, a luminance-based saliency model predicts the eye positions for color stimuli as efficiently as for grayscale stimuli.

Color affects the selective aspects of attention [13]. Consumers have disparate levels of visual sensitivity to different colors. Therefore, we propose that consumers have a consistent perceptual order for the presentation of color series in vision.

Hypothesis 5: Four color series have a sequential attraction to consumers. That is, consumers’ the entry time to color series is in order.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

This study takes nail color selection as the experimental design scenario. A total of 24 stimulus images were included in the formal experimental materials which were played in 4 groups. Each group consists of 6 images, and a blank page was inserted between the groups to remind them to rest.

30 college females were randomly selected to rate the psychological acceptance degree of different colors in the experimental materials. Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert scale, indicating that the scale has good internal consistency and high reliability.

The iView X HED head-mounted eye-movement tracking device of SMI was used in the experiment.

The personality questionnaire, according to the definition of Florence Littauer in 1996, divides personalities into four type: strength, active, perfect and peace. The mature personality test questionnaire consists of 40 questions to determine the personality type of the participants.

The participants in this study selected randomly 42 students who have never been affected by nail color selection in a Chinese public university (right-handed), ages ranging from 18 to 29 years (M=21.3, SD=1.7) and the experiment were limited to female whose vision was over 1.0 without color blindness or color weakness.
The participants were informed to read a scenario after completing the personality test questionnaire. “Now we invite you to do a pure color nail for free. Please sit 60cm away from the computer screen and conduct eye movement five-point calibration test.” Participants viewed 36 pure color nail images that are played on the computer automatically and finally selected their favorite color images from paper showing the same content.

Statistically, the characteristic types of all the participants included 13 active type, 8 strength type, 9 perfect type and 12 peaceful type. The participants were all female college students. ANOVA was used to test demographic variables had no effects on fixation time and fixation count.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Analysis of Eye Movement Index between Personality Type and Color Type

In the same type of advertisement, there is a significant difference in the fixation time between the advertisements in which consumers finally choose to buy. That is, the longer the staring time is, the more likely the consumers are to buy [14].

The fixation of the one character on four color series

This paper aims to find the fixation preference of consumers with the same personality type on the pictures of nails with four different colors. Based on the classification of four personality types, univariate analysis of variance is used to analyze the fixation of the same personality type on nails with four colors.

Take consumers with active personality type as the research object, the results of one-way ANOVA of fixation time show that the main effect of color series type of nail images is significant (F (3,56) = 7.872, p=0.000). Univariate ANOVA is performed for fixation count, and the results show that the main effect of color series type on nail images is significant (F (3,48) = 18.821, p=0.000).

After paired comparison, it is found that the fixation time and count of the active consumers on the nail pictures of warm color series are significantly higher than those of other color series, and there is no significant difference in the fixation time among the neutral color series, cool color series and nude color series.

Specifically, based on the fixation time, the difference significance between warm color series and neutral color series is 0.001, and it is the same as the significance between warm and cool color series, and that between warm and nude color series is 0.000. The significance of neutral and cool color series is 0.948, and that between neutral and nude color series is 0.557. The difference between cool and nude color series is 0.602. (As shown in table 1).

Based on the fixation count, the significance between the series of warm color and other color is 0.000 separately. The significance of neutral color series and cool color series is 0.100, and that between neutral and nude color series is 0.788. The significance between cool and nude color series is 0.057. (As shown in table 2).

Table 1. Paired comparison of fixation time of active personality on four color series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color type</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Cool</th>
<th>Nude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Paired comparison of fixation count of active personality on four color series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color type</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Cool</th>
<th>Nude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paired comparison of fixation time and fixation count shows that the color series of nail images has a significant effect on the fixation time and fixation count, for the individuals with the characteristics of active personality.

Fixation time

After pointwise comparison of fixation time among the four color series, it is found that there is a significant difference in fixation time between nail images of warm color and neutral color (t=3.027, p=0.006). There is a significant difference in the fixation time of nail images between warm colors and cool colors (t=3.061, p=0.005). There is a significant difference in fixation time between warm and nude nail images (t=3.922, p=0.001).

Table 3. Mean fixation time of active personality on four color series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4029.131</td>
<td>2131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1788.177</td>
<td>1607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1745.085</td>
<td>1641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nude</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1402.069</td>
<td>1135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison results of fixation time show that the active consumers pay more attention to the warm color nail pictures and the fixation time is longer than others. The fixation preference of neutral, cool and nude colors are not significant.
Fixation count

After pointwise comparison of fixation count of the four color series, it is found that there is a significant difference in fixation count between nail images of warm color series and neutral color series (t=6.703, p=0.000). There is a significant difference in the fixation count of nail images between warm color series and cool color series (t=3.746, p=0.001). There is a significant difference in fixation count between warm and nude color series nail images (t=7.314, p=0.000).

Table 4. Average fixation count of active personality on four color series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>warm</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25.932</td>
<td>8.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.846</td>
<td>5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cool</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nude</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.007</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fixation preference of neutral, cool and nude colors is not significant.

In conclusion, hypothesis 1 is supported. Active personality prefers warm color series (red, orange, yellow). The fixation time and fixation count of the active participants on the warm color series are significantly higher than those of other series.

Taking consumers with strength personality type as the research object, univariate ANOVA is conducted on fixation time, and the results show that the main effect of color series type on nail images is not significant (F (3,28) =1.279, p=0.301). To conclude, the color series of nail images has no significant effect on the fixation time and fixation count among individuals with peaceful personality traits. Hypothesis 4 is not supported.

4.2 The Attractiveness of Four Color Series to Four Personality Types

The entry time refers to the time when the participants first notice the target. The shorter the staring time is, the higher the participants’ attention to the target object will be and the more attention that they pay to the target [15]. The shorter the time it takes consumers to focus on the interest area, the more attractive the interest area will be to consumers.

As shown in table 5. Regardless of the personality type of consumers, the entry time of warm color series is lower than that of other color series, followed by cool and neutral color series. In addition, the entry time of nude color series is the longest. In other words, it takes consumers the least time to find the interest area composed of warm color series. The warm color series are the most attractive to consumers as well.

Table 5. The entry time mean distribution (unit: ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>warm</th>
<th>cool</th>
<th>neutral</th>
<th>nude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>active</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>1301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strength</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peace</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA and analysis of entry time, it is found that the main effect of personality type is not significant. The main effect of color series type is significant (F (3,165) = 168.432, p=0.000). This indicates that there are significant differences in the visual attraction ability of the four color series to consumers. Further analysis shows that color series has a significant main effect on consumers, no matter they are active, strength, perfect or peaceful personality type.

The results show that the entry time of warm color series is the shortest, followed by the cool color series and neutral color series, and the longest is the nude color series. This indicates that the color has a sequential effect on the eyeball attractiveness of consumers, and the order is warm color series, cool color series, neutral color series and nude color series. Thus hypothesis 5 is supported.

The results show that consumers of the four personality types have various preferences for the four nail color series. The data of fixation time and fixation count of nail images with four color series show that the
fixation preference of active consumers for nail images with warm color series, is significantly higher than that of the other. There is no significant difference in the fixation of color nail images among strength, peaceful and perfect consumers. The data of the entry time of consumers to four color series pictures shows that the attractive attributes of color belongs to the physiological existence and does not change with consumers’ preference. The sequence of attractiveness is warm, cool, neutral and nude. Hypothesis 5 is supported.

5. CONCLUSION

The theoretical implications of this research are as follows. This research comprehensively discusses what kind of color would be more attractive for four personality types, which can provide more specific improvement measures and suggestions to enhance the service quality. To some extent, this research improves the theoretical approach to the service quality by analyzing consumer psychology, and provides theoretical decision support for service industry to improve the service quality.

The practical implications of this study are as follows. First, service personnel can infer the consumer personality type according to the consumers’ behavior and recommend the commodities that conform to their color preference, which in turn is helpful to achieve the purpose of promoting transaction and stimulating consumption. Second, in practice, the advertising colors with warm and cool colors will attract consumers’ attention and maximize the advertising effect in the marketing planning of the target market composed of female groups. Third, the individual who habitually uses warm color perform lively behavior characteristic, to some certain extent, which has certain enlightenment to the work of marketing promotion, such as personalized recommendations online or offline.

Although we try to avoid the influence of other factors on the experimental results by controlling various interference variables, there are certain limitations in this study. First, the study did not incorporate the rational or emotional thinking of consumers into the model for research. Second, all the participants are college females. It is necessary to increase the diversity of sample groups to make the research more universal. Third, the research finding that the preference effect of other personality type is not obvious except active personality.
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